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ABSTRACT

The transient analyser described is a simple and reliable

electronto devieo whioh operates by generating a number of pulses

exactly equal to the number of oyoles required for the output ourrent

or voltage of a m=anetio emplifier to ohenge tm Its initial value
to a predetermined value. The response t ie in oole s in obtained

directly by reoording the -output of" the naltyzer w••tLh an electronio

oounter or oonventional reoording devioes.
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INTROVUC TION

The response time of a magnetia amplifier is defined as the
time required for the rms or rectified average value of mutput current
or voltage to change a prescribed percentage of the difference be+-ween
the corresponding initial and f.nal steady state values. Mien the
magnetic oharaoteristigs of the core materials approach the rectangular
B-H loop shape, the w ave form of the output current exhibits the typical
rapid rise am one core saturates atsome angle .¶A and sinusoidal form
after saturation, until the end of the half oyev, Under these con-
ditions, the peak value of load current is independent of the average
or rms value -when

Unfortunately, conventional recording instruments are better
suited to the measurement of cyclic peak values and c an be adapted to
the measurement of the rms or average value response time only at the
expense of considerable inconvenience and difficulty. An electronic
cyclic integrator which permits direct measurement of the rectified
average v~lpe of the output taken over each cycle has been previously
described W e rith this method the response of the amplifier in terms
of cyclic average valuies is portrayed on the screen of a cathode ray
oscilloscope, is photographed and the response time determined in the
usual manner.

The device tob e described in this paper (called the
Transient. Analyzer) is also electronic but is very simple and re-
liable as compared with the above device, and possesses accuracy of a
high order. The output of the transient analyzer is a series of pulses
equal in number to the number of cycles required for the load current
to change from its initial value to any arbitrarily specified value
(called the reference value). Mae reference may be specified in terms
of rectified average or rms values by the use of a suitable meter by
performing a manual s.djustment prior to the initiation of the trans-
ient.

I.
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DESC'RIPTION OF TRANSIENT ANALYZER

Prinoiple of Operation

The operation of the transient analyzer is best described by
making reference to Figure 1. The values of control circuit voltage
(E, l " F) or current corresponding to thedesired initial and final
steady sbate values of load current or voltage are first established,
The output of the magnetic amplifier is then set at the mference value
(i.e. 63,90 percent, etc.of the total change) by applying a suitable

signal to the control circuit. Corresponding to thereference value
of output, the magnetic amplifier saturates at some angle

, is called the reference angle. Mhen the core materials are not

Wideal" the current; wave does not jump abruptly at s aturationt however,

if IA is taken as the angle of maximum slope of the wave, the
perion is the Amare as though the materials were rectangular.

The transient analyzer generates a voltare pulse of very
short duration once every cycle. The phase of this (reference) pulse
is next made to coincide with the reference angle by a manual adjust-
ment* When the output current is lesR than the reference value

and when the output current is greater than the reference value *

The function of the transient analyzer is to compare the apgles
and 4R every cycle and to indicate theresult by generating an output
pulse every cycle if -I;P but xio pulse if for a build -
Up transient; aud by e-eratIng a pulse every cyle ia ok J but no
pulse if (XA•R - for a decay transient. Thetransient a i~lyzer becomes
operative only after the switch initiating the transient is thrown.
Therefore, the nnmber of pulses generated by the analyzer after the swtioh
is thrown is equal to the number of cycles required f or the magnetic
amplifier output to change from the initial value to the reference
value. The response time of the magnetic amplifier is obtained directly
by counting the number of pulses generated by the analyzer during the
tranaiento An electronic counter of the conventional typeS was found
to be a very convenient means for counting the pulsess however, a

*Albhough these remarks apply only to a single-ended nManetio amp-
lifier, the method itself can be applied to a push-pull amplifier by
comparing the saturation angle. of one reactor with the reference angle.
* Multiple decade counters employing Eccles-Jordan flip-flop circuits
as used in eleotronic digital computers.
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standard type recording oscillograph could be used equally well, but
with perhaps less convenience.

The comparison of the angles "RA and - is made during one
half of the cycle (the negative half in FTgure 17. If the output of the
magnetic amplifier is a-c, as shown in Figure 1, the signal into the
transient analyzer ca be obtained from the lI'ad(i.e, load voltage).
If the signal is full-wave d-o (rectified d-o) then the signal to the
transient analyzer must be taken as the voltage across one reactor wind-
ing(see waves in upper left corner of Figure 2). In any case; i.e.
full-wave d-o, full-mave a-c, half-wave, or push-pull a-c or d-ot the
signal can always be taken from a winding of one reactor. The reason
for the above is that the analyzer operates by comparing the reference
pulse with some negative pulse derived from the magnetiu amplifier which
occurs only once during a cycle. This requirement is always met by taking
the signal from a winding on any core in the amplifier*.

The reference pulse phase angle AR is readily adjusted with-
out the aid of an oscilloscope as follows , The output of the magnetic
amplifier is set at the reference value by applying an appropriate steady
state control signal and observing the output with a suitable a-o
or d-o meter. The transient analyzer is unclamped and the phase adjust-
ment varied until pulses are obtained from the output terminals.
(The electronic counter counts onntinously as indicated by neon bulbs.)
The phase adjustment is then varied (coarse and fine adjustments) until
the output from the analyzer just ceases. The reference angle AR is now
adjusted properly. The analyzer is again clamped, the counter reset to
zero, and the transient initiated by throwing the switch. At the com-
pletion of the transient, the reading of the counter is exactly equal
to the response time bicycles.

Description of Circuits

The internal operation of the transient Pnalyzer can best
be explained by reference to the block diagram of Figure 2. The input
signal (a) is olipped$, differentiated, and amplified resulting in a
sharp negative pulse of short duration (b) which occurs at phase
angle AA. An a-c voltage (c) having the same frequency as the mag-
netic supply is passed through a phase shifter which is equippedith
coarse and f ine adjustments for varying the phase. The phase shifted
rn-o wave (d) is o ipped(e), differentiated and amplified resulting in
a sharp negative pulse of short duration (f); this is the reference

*The input impedance of the transient analyzer is high enough (one
megohm) to prevent detrimental loading of the circuits.
$The negative half cycle is removed if the neg,:tivedrop in the signal
occurs on the positive half cycle(input from a reactorwinding) and the
positive half cycle is removed if the negative drop occurs during the
regative half cycle. See(a) in Pigure 2; for circuit details see

Figure 3.

i.
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Iulse. The phase of the referAnce angle A, is determined by the phase
adjustnents previously described. The two pulses (b) and (f) are fed
into opposite plates of a conventional Eccles-Jordan Flip-Flop Circuit.
The operation pf the Zocles-Jordau 3oircuit is such that a nemgtive pulse
received at one plate "triggers" the stage causing that plate voltage
to drop to its "low* value and the voltage of the opposite plate to rise
to its "high" value. The circuit thenzemains in this condition until a
negative pulse is received at the plate of the second (opposite) tube, at
which time the plate voltage values of thetwo tubes iverse .

The voltage from one plate pf the flip-flop circuit (g) is used
to control the gatestage. When this plate is "high" the gate is open and
allows to pass through it a signal appearing at its input terminals (i).
When this plate is "low" the gate is clo3od and the incoming signal
Wi) is blocked.

The two input connections to the flip-flop circuit are inter-
changed for build-up and decay transients. For a build-up transient,
the pulse derived from the magnetic amplifier (b) is connected to
trigger the flip-flop in such a direction as •D open the gate, and the
reference pulse (f) is connected in such a direction as-t close the gate.
Mhe signal input (called the "sensing" pulse) to the gate (i) occurs
at angle ., where

It follows immediately that if (b) occurs after (f), that is

the gate will open when the sensing pulse (i) arrives at the input to
the gatej therefore, a pulse appears at the output (j and k) of the
device. On the other band, during a build-up transient, if (f) occurs
after (b), that is

the gate will be closed when the sensing pulse Ci) arrives at the
input to the gate; under these coriltians, no pulse appears at the out-
ut of the transient analyzer. For a 1eca transient, the roles of the
b) and (f) pulses are interchanged by throwing the reversing switch
shomw in Figure 2. The operation of the transient analyzer then proceeds
as previmOly described.

The complete circuit diagram of the transient analyzer is
shown in Figure 3. Conventional pulse-circuit techniques are usedl
therefore, no detailed description is necessary.

II
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The particular circuit design shown is intended primarily for
S60 and 400 cps operation but could be modified for higher frequency

use with minor changes. Wave forms of voltages at various points in
the circuit are shown in Figure 4&* In Figure 4 the letters "a" to "*"

R refer to the circuit points shown in Figures 2 and 3. &l and a2 are the
output voltages across the load of a Hipernik V. full-wave a-o amplifier
for two values of control signalj aS is the voltage across the load
winding of one reacter corresponding to a2. gl and g2 correspond to
signali a2 (or aS) and al respectively for a decay transient in which
the reference angle (f) lies in between these two limits. The magnetic
amDlifier source is 20 volts rms and is shown in all oscillograms to the
same scale.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE AND REMARKS

Mie primary aim in developing the transient analyzer was to
keep the circuitry as simple as possible and yet provide a device which
would be suitable for testing a wide range of magnetic amplifiers.
Certain limitations existj these will be brought out in the course of the
following discussion.

The sensitivity of the circuit was found to be sufficient to
allow satisfactory operation on signals obtained from typical 10 volt,
60 ops, (supply voltago and frequency) half-wave and full-wave mag-
netic amplifiers using Mumetal and Hipernik V core materials. For niuch
smaller signals, an additional stage of preamplifioation would be nec-
essary. While there is virtually no upper limit to the amplitude of the
signal that can be accepted, it may be necessaryto restrict the amp-
litude in certain cases where distortions or spurious pulses exist in the
output of the magnetic amplifier wavej this can always bedone with a
high resistance voltago divider network.

The logic of the circuit operation requires that the input
from the magnetic amplifier be sufficient to trigger the flip-flop
stage for all values of • realized during the transient. This con-
dition becomes difficultv- fulfill when either the initial or final
value of vA approaches n, even though the signal strength may be
adequate over the major portion of the transient. While the logic of the
design could be changed totake care of this situation, the additional
circuit oomplexity makes the change undesireable , anA& contrary to the
original aim at simplicity. F.urthermore, the case for which 0fA

*Ooil-ograms (b) and (f) are obtained with the tube T2 removed from
its socket.
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ani'roaohes n is a very unusual one and its exclusion does not impose a
serious limitation on the usefullness of the devicet At this point
it may be asked whether the aforementioned limitatior on -A does not
exclude the application of the transient analyzer to push-f-ull magnetic
amplifiers of the null-balance type in which the initial or final steady
statq output is usually zei, 2,.: answerIs negative because with suoh
circuits the signal is obtained not from the output but from a winding
on one core. Bence, even at frull balance, the signal .Am is not
likely to approach n.

The accuracy of the transient analyzer depends upon how acour-
ately the reference angle (-(R) can be set according; to the procedure
raviously given. In every case tested, the referenon adjustnent
point at whioh the "counting" just ceases) could be set as accurately

as the meter (indicating output ourront or voltage) could be read.

~• I
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SAPPENDIIX

List of Components - Transient Analyzer

ThAbesa Tto T5 - SSP7

Transformers Xl - 120.v PRI,BOv. oenter tapped 830,60&400 opse

Potentiometers a P1 - 850.K, 4.W

P2 - 20.K, 4.W

Crystal Diodes CI- IN34

Switches '. ,S32AS4ASS ,8 - DPDT, No Neutral Position

S3 - SPDT, Neutral Position

Power Supply. B+, 150.v, 40. ma

B-, 100.v, 10ma

Resistors, (I watt, oarbon, + 5%)
SR-I30R14,R28 -10x

PSORI?, I5 -18A.
RUSR7 -24.8 (Matchod within 2%mot)

SRSOR1gR7 -1001K
SR23 -150.K

Re8,19, and RIOElI -240.K (Matched within 2%)

2, RIS,121,122 -470.'

RlR18,R20,1124,I26 -1. Meg

R4 -1.3 Mega

R12,Ri.6 -2.2 Megs

Ii
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Conderaorus (10. %)

ell -5 6 g.Lp±

C4,05 -100 I4lf

C9 -230 1JIf

012 -3 60 tLjtf

*C3sCiO 
-0.001 pf

C2 -0.002 Vif

C8 -0.0005 pL

06 -0.0 07 ý.±f

C7 -0.05 10f

IG3-01p
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